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Abstract. Let a be an automorphism of a finite von Neumann algebra and let H(a)
be its Connes-St0rmer's entropy. We show that H[a) = O if a is the induced
automorphism on the crossed product of a Lebesgue space by a pure point spectrum
transformation. We also show that H is not continuous in a and we compute H(a)
for some a.
0. Introduction
Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with separable pre-dual and with faithful
normal normalized trace r, and let 6 be an automorphism of M preserving the
trace T. In [4] Connes & St0rmer have defined a notion of entropy H(6) of 0. This
notion extends the classical entropy of Kolmogorov in the sense that, if (X, 38, fi)
is a probability space and T is an automorphism of this space with entropy h(T)
and if we also denote by T the automorphism induced on the abelian algebra
A=L°°(X,n), then
H(T) = h(T).
However, the following important question is still open. Let M be the crossed
product of A by T and 8 be the inner automorphism of M induced by T. Is it true
that H(6) = h{T)l Our main result is a partial answer (see theorem 1.9):
THEOREM. If T is ergodic and has pure point spectrum, thenH(8) = 0, soH{6) = h(T).
One of the ingredients of our proof is the following result (see proposition 1.7):
endow the group Aut M of automorphisms of M with the topology of pointwise
convergence in M%.
PROPOSITION. Let G be a compact subgroup of Aut M. Then, for all g€G,H(g) = 0.
The compactness of G is easily seen to be essential.
In the second part of this paper we prove the following, which is a generalization
of a result of Abramov (see theorem 2.1).
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PROPOSITION. Let R be the injective factor of type Hi and let a :R-» Aut/? be a
continuous homomorphism. Then
H(at) = \t\H{ai) for all ten.
This proposition might lead one to believe that the entropy is continuous (as a map
from AutM to R+). Indeed, Connes has asked whether this is true for the norm
topology on Aut M. The answer is that it is never continuous when M is of type
Hi (see corollary 3.2).
PROPOSITION. The map H: Aut M -> U+ is not continuous for the norm topology on
AutM.
This proposition and its proof remain true for the new notion of entropy introduced
in [5].
As in the classical case, the notion of entropy is an invariant which is far from
complete. At the end of this paper we give an example of an uncountable family
(0x)xeR+ of automorphisms of the factor R which have zero entropy, are all aperiodic
[3, p. 293] (and hence are all outer conjugate [3, theorem 2]) but are not pairwise
conjugate.
Throughout this paper we shall use the notation of [4] for entropy and relative
entropy. If N is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of M, we denote by EN the unique
faithful normal conditional expectation of M on N which is T-preserving.
1. Entropy and compact groups
Let M be a type Hi von Neumann algebra with separable pre-dual and let r be a
faithful normal trace on M with T(1) = 1.
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a topological group and a : G -» Aut M be an action continuous
for the topology of pointwise convergence in 2-norm on AutM and such that
T(ag(x)) = T(X) for all x e M. Then, for all compact subsets K of M in the 2-norm
topology, we have
sup||x-ag(x)||2-*0 ifg-*e,
xeK
where e is the neutral element of G.
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. For any x e K let
B(x,e) = {ysM:\\x-y\\2<s}.
Since K is compact, there exist JCI, . . . , xm e K such that
By hypothesis on a, there exists a neighbourhood Wt of e in G such that, for
lgeW,,
\\xi-ag(Xi)\\2<e.
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For all x e B(xh e) we have:
if ge W,
Let
w=nw,
i = l
We obtain
||;t-ag(;c)||2<3£
for all *e .Kand all gel^. D
Remark 1.2. When M is a Hi factor with separable pre-dual, the topology of
pointwise convergence in 2-norm is equivalent to the p-topology, so to the u-
topology [7, corollary 3.8] and to the pointwise strong convergence on AutM
[2, p. 541].
Let F be the set of all finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras of M.
LEMMA 1.3. Let Nand Pbe in F, then H(N\P) = 0if and only ifN^P.
Proof. Let Si be the set
S\—{x- (jti)ieiM: *; G M+, X x,• = 1 and JC, = 0 for almost all /}.
By definition,
H(N\P) = sup
where TJ is the function x e [0, oo [-» -x log x e U (see [4]).
Assume that H(N\P) = 0 and let x = (XJ) e Si, JC, e TV. By Jensen's inequality, we
have
Xi) s TTJ(*,•) for all /
[4, p. 293], so
LTTJJEPOCO-TT, (*,•)>().
f
As //(Ar|P) = 0, we obtain
£ TTlEp(Xi) - TTJ (X,) = 0,
hence
T7]EP(XJ) = TT] (JC,) for all /.
Let Bt be the abelian von Neumann subalgebra of P generated by EP(Xi) and 1.
We have
EBlEp(Xi) = EP(xi).
So
EBl(xi) = EP(xi),
hence
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By [10, inequality 9.5', p. 84], we obtain x, e Bh so x, 6 P for all i and N^P.
The converse implication is clear. D
PROPOSITION 1.4. The map d:FxF-*U,
d(N, P) = H(N\P)+H(P\N)
is a distance on F.
Proof. It is clear that d is positive and symmetric; the triangular inequality follows
from [4, property G]; and, if d(N, P) = 0, then N = P by lemma 1.3. •
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let K be a compact set in F. Then, for any sequence (N,)/SN,
Nj € K, we have
lim-H(Nu...,Nn) = 0.
n->oo n
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. There exists an integer m > 0 such that, for all n > m,
there exists i < m with d(Nn, Nt) < e; so
H(NU .. .,Nn)-H(Nu .. .,Nn.l)^H{Nn\Ni)<e
[4, property F]. Hence
-H(NU • • . , N n ) = -
n n L,=m
s-[(*-m)e+H{Nx,...,Nm)l
n
As e is arbitrary, we obtain the conclusion. •
Let G be a subgroup of Aut M, compact for the topology of pointwise convergence
in 2-norm on Aut M and such that r(g{x)) = T{X) for all x e M and all g 6 G.
LEMMA 1.6. For all N eF, the closure in F of the set {gn (N): neN} is compact.
Proof. Let (nfc)fceN be a sequence of positive integers. There exists a subsequence
of («fc), still to be denoted by (nk), such that (g"k) converges for the topology of
uniform convergence in 2-norm on compact sets of M (lemma 1.1). Hence the
sequence (g"k(N)) converges in F by [4, theorem 1]. •
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of proposition 1.5 and
lemma 1.6.
PROPOSITION 1.7. With the above assumptions we have H(g) = 0 for all geG.
Let (X, 3), fi) be a standard Borel space with fi{X) = 1 and let T be an ergodic
automorphism of X preserving p. Let
be the hyperfinite Hi factor, the crossed product of X by T. Let A be the canonical
image of L°°{X, n) in R, E be the conditional expectation of R on A, and U be
the unitary of R corresponding to the translation by 1 in Z. Set
y= I an Un, an e A, /<=Z,/ finite}.
neJ >
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For any / e Ll(X, fi) and any y e Ro, the map <f>y_f defined by
4>yAx)=\ E(y*xy)fdn
J x
is a cr-weakly continuous linear functional on R.
PROPOSITION 1.8. The linear space generated by 4>v,f, ye.Ro, feLr(X, /JL) is dense
in R*.
Proof. See[l, §1.2]. D
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose that T has pure point spectrum. Then H(Ad U) = 0, so
Proof. By [11, theorem 3.4, p. 68] we can suppose that X is a compact abelian
group and T is a rotation on X; i.e. there exists geX with T = Tg, where
Tg(h) = g-h for all heX.
As X is abelian, we have
TgTk = TkTg for all A: e X
Hence Tk extends to an automorphism 6k of R with
dk(a)=Tk(a) forallaeA
and
ek(u)=u.
We shall show that the action of X on R given by k e X -» 0k e Aut R is continuous
for the p-topology.
Let
y = L biU
and
oo
x= £ anU"eR, aneA.
Then
y*xy = I U-H*anUnbiU"i
Tg '(biajTg '{bj)U • '.
Thus
u
and
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For feL1(X, yu) we obtain
4>yAx-8k(x))= f f l T-n-(bT)T-n>{b,)T-H>(ani-ni-Tk(aHl-Hl))]fd(i.
J X L i,j J
Hence
y.f k ~ u ' ' ) x g n'~n< k "'-"'
and
\4>yAx~0k(x))\-*0 w h e n c e ,
where e is the neutral element of X.
Clearly, the same result remains true for all finite linear combinations of <f>yj.
So, by proposition 1.8, the action k -» 6k is continuous for the p-topology.
Hence, from remark 1.2 and proposition 1.7, we have that
H(dk) = 0 forallfceX
and, as 6g = Ad U, we obtain the conclusion. •
2. Entropy of a flow
In this section we prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 2.1. Let (a,),eR be a one-parameter group of automorphisms of the
hyperfinite Hi factor, continuous for the u-topology. Then
H(a,) = \t\H(a1) forallfeR.
Proof. As H(6) = H(6~1), for all 0eAut.R, we can suppose that />0 . As in
[8, p. 127], we shall prove that, for 0 < s < t,
Let m be a positive integer and let JV be a finite-dimensional von Neumann
subalgebra of R. We denote by k (n) a positive integer such that
ntsk(n)s<(n + l)t
and by r(p) the integer such that
r(p) • s/m <pt<{r{p) + l)s/m.
For k = k(n) we see that
H(N, a,(N),..., an,{N))<H{N, a,/m(N),..., a ( f c m + m _ 1 ) l / m (N))
+ £ /f(ap,(A0k<PWm(A0).
P=i
But
H(ap,(N)\ar(p)s/m(N)) = H(a,(N)\N),
where
A = pt — r(p)s/m and 0<A <s/m.
By remark 1.2 and lemma 1.1, we can suppose that (a,) is continuous for the
topology of uniform convergence on compact sets of R in the 2-norm topology.
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So, for any e > 0, there exists m sufficiently large such that
H(aAN)\N)<e
[4, theorem 1]. Hence
n km + m — 1
xH(N,..., a(km+m-iWm(N)) + e.
Moreover, if n -> oo, k(n) -> oo and k(n)/n -»f/s. Hence
Let TV be such that
tf(a,)^tf(AUt) + e.
Then
H(a,) < H(JV, a,) + e ^  - m//(N, as/m) + 2e
s
5
because R is hyperfinite [4, remark 6]. Since e is arbitrary, we obtain
H(a,)<-H(as).
s
Let q be an integer such that 0 < t/q < s. By the above statement we have
Hence
3. Non-continuity of the entropy
Here we prove that the map
is not norm continuous.
PROPOSITION 3.1. The set of periodic unitaries of M is dense in the group of all
unitaries of M in the norm topology.
Proof, If n is a positive integer, write
&>„,£ = exp (2ikv/n)
and
iln_k = {to e C: a) = exp (it) with t € U and likir/n == f < 2i(k + l)v/n)
(a,) = -H(as). •
s
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Define a Borel function Fn on the unit circle S1 of C by
Fn(z)-wn,k ifzefin,fc.
Then
|Fn(z) - z|<en = |wn,i - wn,0|
for each zeS1. Obviously,
lim en = 0.
n-»oo
Let u be a unitary in M. For each integer n, let
Un=Fn(u).
Then un is a periodic unitary of M and
lim ||«n-w|| =£iim en = 0. •
n-»oo
COROLLARY 3.2. If Mis a type Hi twi Neumann algebra, the map H: Aut M -» R+,
0 -» H(0) is not norm continuous.
Proof. Since Mis of type Uu it contains the typerfinite IIj factor R. Let T and U
be as defined just above proposition 1.8 and suppose that h(T)>0. Then
H(AdU)>h(T)>0.
Hence there exists U unitary of M with H(Ad U)>0. By proposition 3.1, there
is a sequence (vn) of periodic unitaries of M such that
\\U-vn\\-*0 asn-»oo,
so
//Ad U-Ad y j - * 0 as « -»oo.
As //(Ad un) = 0 for all n, we obtain the conclusion. •
4. A/i uncountable family of automorphisms
In this section we give an uncountable family of aperiodic automorphisms with
zero entropy.
Let (X, 38, /a) be a standard Borel space with p{X) = 1 and let T be an ergodic
automorphism of X preserving p. Let R = L°°{X, fi) x r Z, U and A be as defined
just above proposition 1.8.
Forfe[0, l[, let
and let V, be the unitary operator on L2(Z, L2(X, fi)) denned by
For any a e A we have
and
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for all n e Z, so the map
8,(x)=V,xVf
is an automorphism of R. The action 6 of S1 on R so defined is called the dual
action (see [9]). We note that d, is not ergodic and that the system (R, 6,, T) is not
asymptotically abelian in mean for any / [6, definition 1, p. 12], where r is the
canonical trace on R.
PROPOSITION 4.1. The dua, action is continuous for the topology of pointwise strong
convergence on Aut R.
Proof. See [9, p. 257]. •
From this proposition, remark 1.2 and proposition 1.7 we deduce:
COROLLARY 4.2. For all t e [0,1[, H(d,) = 0.
We shall denote by P(T) the point spectrum of T.
PROPOSITION 4.3. For te[0,1[, 0, is an inner automorphism of R if and only if
X, = exp(2iirt)eP(T).
Proof. Assume that 0, is inner, i.e. there is v unitary in R such that
0, = Ad v.
As 6,{a) = a for all as A, we have veA because A is maximal abelian in R.
Moreover,
vUv*=x71U
so
hence *,
Conversely, assume that ^,eP(f) and let feL2(X, //.) be an eigenfunction
corresponding to the eigenvalue Xt- We have
for almost all <oeX. Since T is ergodic, \f\ = k constant almost everywhere and
f&V°(X,n). Let v be the canonical image of k~xf in A; v is unitary and is an
eigenfunction of T. So
and
Since vav* = a for all a e A, we have
(9, = Ad «. •
COROLLARY 4.4. / / T is weak-mixing, then for any irrational number t e [0,1[, 0, is
aperiodic.
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Proof. If T is weak-mixing, then P(T) = {1}. If t is an irrational number in [0,1[, then
for any integer n^O. Hence d" is an outer automorphism for all n^O; that is,
Q, is aperiodic. D
Now let /e[0,1[ be a fixed irrational number and let S and T be ergodic
automorphisms of X preserving the measure /x. Let
R = L°°{X, n)xTZ = L°°(X, IJL) XS Z
and let U (resp. V) be the unitary operator in R corresponding to T (resp. S).
Let 6 be the dual action for T and a be the dual action for 5. Suppose that
there is </> € Aut R such that
For all a € A we have
\a)
so ip (a) € A, because t is irrational. Hence
<A(A) = A.
Moreover,
Hence
so
and
because f is irrational. Hence
S(b) = VbV* = it,(U)iKa)ty(a)*tlt(U)* = tl/{U)btl/(U)*
so
Consequently, if a, and 6, are conjugate in R, then S and T are conjugate in A.
Conversely, assume that there is (^e Aut A such that S = if/Tip*1. We shall still
denote by i/f its canonical extension to R (ij/(U)= V). We then have
and
for all aeA. Hence
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We have proved the theorem:
THEOREM 4.5. With the above notation, S and T are conjugate if and only if a; and
8, are conjugate for some irrational number 1e [0, 1[.
COROLLARY 4.6. There is an uncountable family of aperiodic automorphisms in the
hyperfinite Hi factor with zero entropy.
Proof. For A e U % let 5A be the Bernoulli shift with entropy A on a Lebesgue space
(X, 98, fj.). Let dK be the dual action for 5A in R = V°{X, fi)xSxZ and let / e [0,1[
be an irrational number. For all A eUt, the action aA of Z on R given by
ax(n) = (8*)n
is outer by corollary 4.4, and
by corollary 4.2. Moreover, if A #A', then 5A and Sv are not conjugate because
their entropies differ. Hence, by theorem 4.5, aA and aA- are not conjugate. •
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